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Geotechnical engineering is an indispensable field that plays a crucial role in the
construction and infrastructure development sector. To advance this essential
domain, the 1st Geomeast International Congress and Exhibition Egypt was
organized, showcasing groundbreaking research, innovation, and collaboration
among experts from around the world. This prestigious event, held in the vibrant
city of Cairo, set new milestones in the field of geotechnical engineering, offering
a platform to discuss various challenges and explore cutting-edge solutions.

The Premier Geotechnical Event - 1st Geomeast International
Congress and Exhibition Egypt

The 1st Geomeast International Congress and Exhibition Egypt welcomed
geotechnical engineers, researchers, academicians, industry professionals, and
policymakers from diverse backgrounds and nations. This four-day event
garnered immense attention and participation, turning it into a hub of knowledge
exchange and networking. The congress incorporated keynote speeches,
technical sessions, panel discussions, and concurrent exhibitions to highlight the
most recent advancements in geotechnical engineering.

Theme: Unleashing Innovations for Sustainable Development

The congress revolved around the theme of "Unleashing Innovations for
Sustainable Development," embracing the multifaceted challenges faced by
geotechnical engineers and the opportunities for sustainable solutions. With a



focus on enhancing construction practices, mitigating geological risks, and
promoting sustainable urban development, the event aimed to accelerate
research, technology adoption, and collaboration in the field.
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Key Highlights: Topics, Papers, and Presentations

The proceedings of the 1st Geomeast International Congress and Exhibition
Egypt were a treasure trove of valuable research, scientific papers, and
innovative ideas. With hundreds of contributions from experts worldwide, the
congress covered a wide range of topics, including soil mechanics, foundation
engineering, rock mechanics, underground construction, and geosynthetics.

The papers presented during the congress explored emerging trends in
geotechnical engineering, addressing issues related to sustainability,
environmental impact, and advancements in construction materials. From state-
of-the-art numerical modeling techniques to case studies highlighting innovative
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solutions, the researchers shared their findings, experiences, and
recommendations to shape the future of the industry.

Highlighted Presentations and Research:

One of the notable presentations at the congress focused on the stability analysis
of expansive clay slopes, providing insights into the behavior of these problematic
soils and the potential risks they pose to infrastructure. The researchers proposed
innovative stabilization techniques and monitoring systems to mitigate the
challenges associated with expansive clay slopes.

Another presentation addressed the application of geosynthetics in coastal
protection and land reclamation projects. By exploring the long-term performance
of geosynthetic structures, the presenters shared successful case studies where
these engineering materials played a pivotal role in ensuring the stability and
sustainability of coastal areas.

Concurrent Exhibition: Showcasing the Latest Technologies and
Products

In parallel with the congress, the Geomeast International Exhibition showcased
state-of-the-art technologies, products, and services from leading companies and
organizations in the geotechnical engineering industry. This exhibition served as
a bridge between researchers, practitioners, and industry stakeholders, fostering
collaborations and promoting the adoption of innovative solutions.

Attendees had the opportunity to interact with exhibitors, learn about cutting-edge
equipment and software, and explore the latest research and development in the
field. From advanced geotechnical testing instruments to geosynthetic materials
and ground improvement techniques, the exhibition was an excellent platform for
participants to stay updated with the latest industry trends.



Promoting Collaboration for a Sustainable Future

The 1st Geomeast International Congress and Exhibition Egypt successfully
created an environment that encouraged interdisciplinary collaboration, fostering
partnerships between academia, industry, and governmental bodies. This
collaboration is essential for tackling the complex challenges posed by
urbanization, climate change, and sustainable development.

By bringing together geotechnical engineers from different regions, the congress
facilitated the exchange of ideas, best practices, and the establishment of
professional networks. Such collaboration paves the way for future research
projects, joint ventures, and the adoption of sustainable engineering practices
globally.

The 1st Geomeast International Congress and Exhibition Egypt proved to be a
game-changing event in the field of geotechnical engineering. Through its
comprehensive program, the congress offered a rich platform for experts to share
knowledge, learn from each other's experiences, and showcase innovative
research and solutions.

With its focus on sustainability and fostering collaboration, the congress has set
the stage for a transformative future in geotechnical engineering. As the world
faces increasing infrastructure demands and environmental challenges, events
like Geomeast International Congress play a vital role in shaping the industry's
response and paving the way toward sustainable development.

Overall, the 1st Geomeast International Congress and Exhibition Egypt was not
just a milestone event for the field of geotechnical engineering but also a catalyst
for creating positive change, enhancing construction practices, and building a
sustainable future for generations to come.
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This volume deals with numerical simulation of coupled problems in soil
mechanics and foundations. It contains analysis of both shallow and deep
foundations. Several nonlinear problems are considered including, soil plasticity,
cracking, reaching the soil bearing capacity, creep, etc. Dynamic analysis
together with stability analysis are also included. Several numerical models of
dams are considered together with coupled problems in soil mechanics and
foundations. It gives wide range of modelling soil in different parts of the world.
This volume is part of the proceedings of the 1st GeoMEast International
Congress and Exhibition on Sustainable Civil Infrastructures, Egypt 2017.
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